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The influence of an applied microwave field on the dynamics of methylamine-dichloromethane
DCM mixtures bound within atactic polystyrene a-PS over a range of polymer densities from
30 to 94 wt % polymer was examined using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. This study
is an extension of previous studies on methylamine transport in relatively polar polystyrene
solutions of methanol and dimethylformamide M. J. Purdue et al., J. Chem. Phys. 124, 204904
2006. A direct comparison is made across the three types of polystyrene solutions. Consideration
is given to both solvent and reagent transport within the polymer solutions under zero-field
conditions and in an external electromagnetic field in the canonical ensemble NVT at 298.0 K.
Various frequencies up to 104 GHz and a rms electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å were applied. The
simulation studies were validated by comparison of the simulated zero-field self-diffusion
coefficients of DCM in a-PS with those obtained using pulsed-gradient spin-echo NMR
spectrometry. Athermal effects of microwave fields on solute transport behavior within polymer
solutions are discussed. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2353112
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental understanding of the molecular phenom-
ena involved during the transport of key materials through
polymeric media has long been considered a primary goal
underpinning future advances in membrane separations, drug
delivery systems, and organic synthesis. In particular, a
quantitative description of solvent, solute, and/or reagent
mobility in the polymer matrix at different levels of polymer
density is paramount to the development of accurate macro-
scopic models of mass transport in the polymeric medium.
Furthermore, methods that result in the selective enhance-
ment of specific modes of transport or reaction pathways are
at the forefront of research and include the tailoring of the
polymer molecular structure to tune for solubility and kinetic
selectivity and, more recently, the application of external mi-
crowave fields to influence selected transport processes
and/or reactions. In the latter case an understanding of the
mechanistic interaction of microwave fields with the systems
under consideration is of major importance to the develop-
ment of novel separation technologies,2,3 heterogeneous
catalysis,4,5 and in solid phase organic synthesis SPOS.6–8
Selective desorption of polar species from catalyst sites us-
ing microwave fields was investigated in Ref. 4 to reduce the
extent of catalyst deactivation due to a coking process. Op-
timization of reaction conditions for SPOS has been under-
taken in Ref. 7 using a design of experiment approach. Re-
action time, temperature, and reagent concentration were the
key factors to obtain enhanced reaction times of 30 min
against 48 h with conventional heating techniques. Likewise,
improvements in reaction times from a minimum of 24 h to
days under conventional conditions to 5 min of reaction un-
der microwave heating conditions with yields exceeding
95% were explored in Ref. 8. A detailed physical understand-
ing of the underlying mechanisms for such rate enhance-
ments remains elusive and is part of the scope of this re-
search.
An important point to establish when performing re-
search on microwave effects is whether the thermal condi-
tions with microwave heating are identical to conventional
heating techniques, such that differences in the experimental
or simulated responses to those under field-free conditions
can be appropriately attributed to nonthermal phenomena.
Temperature control is critical to reproducibility of experi-
ments in SPOS, particularly when transferring chemistry
from monomode to multimode microwave ovens.9 The re-
sults in Ref. 9 demonstrate reproducibility of results using
multiwell plates rotated in a multimode cavity, where the
temperature of the reactor unit was controlled by a fiber-
optic sensor to within 1 °C precision. Such technology per-
mits uniform and identical heating of parallel reactions rela-
tive to sequential reactions in monomode cavities. However,
in order to progress the understanding of microwave effects,
accurate and direct temperature control close to the reaction
sites must be utilized. An infrared IR pyrometer was used
to control the temperature in Ref. 4 to minimize thermal
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gradients within the catalyst bed. In this study, nonthermal
effects were associated with the selective rotational excite-
ment of adsorbed phenol groups such that enhanced desorp-
tion of loosely bound phenol groups was established. In an
earlier study, microwave enhanced diffusion of ethylene ox-
ide EO in polyvinylchloride PVC was examined by
means of a microwave desorption apparatus, useful for re-
moving toxic EO in polymeric medical supplies.10 By com-
parison between conventional and microwave enhanced de-
sorption of EO, it was found that microwaves reduce the
desorption time by 250%–450%. Using an Arrhenius de-
scription of the temperature dependence of penetrant mobil-
ity, a significant reduction in the activation energy was found
using microwave heating compared to conventional heating.
The reduction was of the order of the translational kinetic
energy of the diffusant molecules in the field-on environ-
ment. An increase in the fraction of mobile penetrants was
accounted for by the active disruption of the EO/PVC hydro-
gen bonding. A twofold increase in diffusion of EO in PVC
under field-applied conditions relative to zero-field condi-
tions at the same temperature was determined in most cases.
The rapid volumetric heating that microwave heating offers
has been acknowledged, but it is worth investigating the mo-
lecular dynamics responsible for a further increase in mo-
lecular mobility relative to field-free conditions.
The aim of the current research is to observe similar
phenomena in polystyrene solutions from a computational
standpoint utilizing a range of field frequencies in order to
elucidate a physical understanding of such observations. Cur-
rent simulations with an order of 104 molecules required a
high rms electric field strength of 0.1 V/Å in order to ob-
serve microwave effects within accessible simulation peri-
ods. A Nosé-Hoover chain of five thermostats was applied
throughout the simulations to eliminate heating effects.
There are currently no known experimental observations cor-
responding to the field-applied simulated results reported in
this study. In a recent paper, theoretical results were reported
for methanol solvent or dimethylformamide DMF sol-
vent and methylamine dilute reagent in atactic-polystyrene
a-PS using molecular dynamics simulation techniques.1 In
that study molecular mobility enhancement due to micro-
wave field interaction with these polar solvent SPOS mix-
tures over a wide range of a-PS densities was of primary
concern. In this paper we report computational results for a
system containing a solvent which is far less polar than ei-
ther methanol or DMF, namely, dichloromethane DCM/
methylamine/a-PS solutions, and comparisons across the
three different solvent types are made. All of the simulated
individual polymer solutions considered herein involve a
single solvent type, with a single methylamine reagent and
no ionic additives.
SIMULATION METHODS
The five-site fully atomistic model of Ferrario and
Evans11 and the four-site united atom model of Impey et al.12
were employed for solvent DCM and reagent methylamine,
respectively. These potential models have been previously
combined in the work of Impey et al. and employ a 12-6
Lennard-Jones potential function and a Coulombic interac-
tion governed by sets of fixed partial charges located at the
center of the atomic nuclei. A harmonic bond angle bending
potential function was superimposed on these models. The
spring constants and equilibrium bond angles were taken
from the parm99 version of the AMBER force field. As with
previous studies of a-PS solutions using cubic periodic
boundary conditions,1 the initial polymer configurations were
generated using POLYPACK software13 and three configura-
tions with nine chains of 40 monomeric units were generated
using this noncommercial software package over a range of
densities with simulation cell sizes up to 60 Å in length. In
addition, the united atom molecular dynamics MD force
field of Mondello et al.14 was implemented so that the poly-
mer contained no atomic charge sites and therefore remained
inert to the external electromagnetic e/m field. The decision
for using such a force field has been discussed in the previ-
ous studies1 and is based on experimental evidence in Ref. 3.
The structure of a-PS using this polymer potential model and
a full description of the potential models for methanol and
DMF have also been discussed in the previous work with
a-PS solutions.
The cutoff radius for Lennard-Jones LJ interactions
within either the liquid or polymer components was set at
10.5 Å and the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules15 were ap-
plied for interactions between different types of LJ sites
within the same or across different components. All MD
simulations were performed at constant volume using a
Nosé-Hoover chain of five thermostats with a fluctuation pe-
riod of 0.5 ps. The time evolution of the solvent/reagent/
polystyrene component and solution temperatures were
monitored over the course of the simulations to verify that no
heating effects occurred and a field-on equilibrium was es-
tablished. A simple Coulombic potential was used in the
simulations of polystyrene solutions presented herein, apply-
ing the nearest image convention for electrostatic interac-
tions of the penetrant species. As discussed in Ref. 1, the
truncation error associated with the nearest image convention
at all of the simulated polymer densities was determined to
be minimal based on comparisons of the molecular mean
squared displacement between results with and without long-
range electrostatic interactions using the Lekner summation
method16 at the highest simulated polymer density. The non-
bonded force field parameters for DCM are shown in Table I.
The intramolecular force field parameters in DCM consisted
of equilibrium angles of 109.47° to produce a tetrahedral
geometry, a harmonic spring constant of 35 kcal/mol for the
H–C–H bond angle, and a harmonic spring constant of
50 kcal/mol for each of the remaining five bond angles.
The method used to solvate the a-PS samples and obtain
TABLE I. Dicholoromethane atomic force field parameters at =1.
Atom  /kB K  Å q ea
C 51.0 3.35 0.022
Cl 175.0 3.35 −0.109
H 13.4 2.75 0.098
a
e1.602210−19 C.
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the partition coefficient K has been detailed previously in
order to balance the solvent excess chemical potential with
the bulk liquid solvent at thermal and mechanical
equilibria.17 The method involves a scaling parameter  to
slowly reduce the particle radii of the nonhydrogen atoms
towards a noble state and the LJ well depth of the hydrogen
atoms to zero. The same scaling relations for the three types
of atoms relevant to this method are used as before1 with an
atomic radius reduction factor for DCM of fRD=0.9. Each
polymer solution was subsequently equilibrated for 10 ps in
the appropriate e/m field environment, followed by a produc-
tion period of 400 ps. A single time step scheme was used
with steps of 1.0 fs over the course of all the simulations. In
addition, the incorporation of the e/m field was implemented
in the same manner as in Ref. 1 with the methanol/a-PS and
DMF/a-PS solutions. Specifically, a plane polarized alternat-
ing monochromatic e/m field was applied uniaxially in the z
direction. The electromagnetic force acting upon a charge
site was superimposed upon forces that are accounted for
under field-free conditions using a modified velocity Verlet
algorithm,18 where it has been shown that the effect of the
magnetic component of the e/m field offers only a minor
contribution to the net e/m force upon the charge site. A rms
electric field strength of 0.1 V/Å was used to directly com-
pare against the results for the previous polymer solutions
under the same e/m field conditions.
Diffusion in polymers
The self-diffusion coefficients of DCM and methylamine
were determined using the following generic model for the
mean squared displacement MSD of the penetrant molecu-
lar center of mass, applicable when approaching the long-
time Fickian diffusion regime from the anomalous regime:
r2t =
1
Ni 	rit − ri0	
2
= At + B
t , 1
where the parameter AÅ2/ps= 3/5D10−9 m2/s. This
model was chosen as the optimum choice to use on the basis
of an overview analysis of contemporary simulation results.1
Translational mobilities were compared against two phenom-
enological descriptions of diffusion in polymers, namely, the
free volume theory of Vrentas and Duda19 and the parameter-
free Mackie-Meares lattice model.20 In the former model, the
solvent self-diffusion coefficient in a solvent1/polymer2
system can be written as
1 − 1
lnD1/DB
= A1 + B constant T , 2
where the solvent self-diffusion coefficient D has been nor-
malized by the solvent self-diffusion coefficient in the bulk




= 1 −1 +
2
, 3
where  is the polymer volume fraction.
Solvent and reagent rotational motion
The mean squared angular displacement MSAD of the
molecular dipole moment vector of solvent or reagent is the
rotational analog to the MSD for translational molecular mo-
tion. Let rab=xabi+yabj+zabk denote a vector in Cartesian
coordinates between points a and b in a molecule. The an-
gular displacement of this vector is written as follows:
 ab =  x
abi + y
abj +  zabk =  xabt + t −  xabti
+  y
abt + t −  y
abtj +  zabt + t −  zabtk
= cos−1 xabt + t	rab	  − cos−1 xabt	rab	 i
+ cos−1 yabt + t	rab	  − cos−1 yabt	rab	 j
+ cos−1 zabt + t	rab	  − cos−1 zabt	rab	 k . 4
Equation 4 can be used to compute the angular displace-
ment of a molecule i in a time interval of t. The cumulative
angular displacement can then be used to compute the mean
squared angular displacement. The angular velocity of the
a-b vector in molecule i at time t+t is given as follows:
i
abt = ˙ i
abt =  xab
t
i +  yab
t
j +  zab
t
k . 5
Equation 5 can be applied to the angular velocity of the
dipole moment vector of a molecule. The normalized mo-
lecular dipole angular velocity autocorrelation function





where i represents the angular velocity of the electric dipole
moment vector of solvent molecule i. Equation 6 shall be
used to compare the angular motion of the three different
solvents in a-PS across a range of e/m field frequencies at a
fixed polymer density.
RESULTS
Equilibration of polymer solutions
Table II shows numerical values of the equilibrium
weight percentage of DCM and solvent particle number N
obtained for equilibrated DCM/a-PS solutions using the
technique described in Ref. 17. These results represent aver-
ages over three independent configurations at each polymer
density. A smooth decay of the partition coefficient for DCM/
a-PS solutions was found using these data.21
Validation of zero-field dynamical simulation results
for DCM and DCM/a-PS mixtures
Bulk liquid simulations involved 256 molecules using a
simulation time of 600 ps in the NVT ensemble at 25 °C.
The time averaged molecular electric dipole moments of
DCM were determined to be 1.66 D. The gas phase electric
dipole moment of DCM is 1.6 D. By comparison with the
114902-3 Polystyrene solutions in microwave fields J. Chem. Phys. 125, 114902 2006
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corresponding molecular dipole moments in Ref. 1 for liquid
methanol 2.25 D and liquid DMF 4.33 D, liquid DCM is
relatively nonpolar and its polarity is closest to that of liquid
methylamine 1.30 D at −23 °C. Since methylamine boils
at −6.4 °C, the simulation temperature for pure liquid me-
thylamine was chosen for comparison with the results of Im-
pey et al.12 The computed liquid phase dipole moment of
methylamine is very close to the gas phase value of 1.31 D.
Evidence of strong Arrhenius diffusive behavior, con-
forming to a Wilke-Chang empirical fit22 is shown in Fig.
1a for bulk liquid DCM over a range of temperatures.
MTS2 and MTS3 denote two- and three-tiered multiple time
step schemes.23 Internal molecular motion in the MTS2
scheme allows bond angle bending but constrains bond
lengths with the RATTLE algorithm.24 The MTS3 scheme has
the additional feature of bond length flexibility and as before
the harmonic spring constants were obtained with the
parm99 version of AMBER. The MTS2 scheme performs
slightly better than the MTS3 scheme when comparing simu-
lation results against the Wilke-Chang empirical fit. Table III
contains values of the preexponential factors and activation
energies determined using the simple Arrhenius relationship
D=D0e−ED/kBT, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. A mutual
diffusion coefficient for methylamine in DCM of 2.3
10−9 m2/s was determined, compared to a Wilke-Chang
value of 2.810−9 m2/s.
The mobility of bulk methanol and DMF at 25 °C in
external e/m fields has been previously studied using a rms
electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å. Both of these solvents
indicated a local maximum in their mobility at about
100 GHz. It is of interest here to compare the behavior of
bulk liquid DCM at 25 °C in the same e/m field environ-
ments. Figure 1b illustrates the mobility of these three sol-
vents relative to their zero-field self-diffusion coefficients.
The curves represent guides to the eyes and it is apparent that
there is no local maximum in the mobility of DCM up to and
including 2000 GHz, but instead DCM shows a monotonic
increase in mobility. The enhancement of DMF mobility is
greatest and the enhancement of methanol mobility is small-
est.
Using the intercept values from Eq. 1 to obtain esti-
mates of penetrant diffusion coefficients, the simulated self-
diffusion coefficients of DCM in a-PS at 25 °C were com-
pared against experimental values over a range of solvent
weight fractions 1 in Fig. 2. Zero-field simulation results
for translational and rotational diffusion coefficients for
DCM and methylamine are provided in Tables IV–VII. The
experimental diffusion coefficients were obtained using
pulsed-gradient spin-echo NMR spectrometry. There were
technical difficulties in obtaining accurate pure liquid DCM
self-diffusion coefficients at 1=1 and therefore the experi-
mental value for pure bulk DCM is not shown. The linear
trend that is apparent with the experimental data can be ex-
trapolated to a value at 1=1 of 3.710−9 m2/s, which is
only slightly greater than the Wilke-Chang value in Fig. 1a









40 0.97 0.60 6.1 29
45 0.68 0.42 38.8 280
50 0.50 0.31 57.6 523
55 0.37 0.23 69.8 1020
TABLE III. DCM Arrhenius parameters: preexponential factors D0 m2/s








FIG. 1. Dynamics of bulk liquid solvents at 25 °C using the Lekner summation method: a Arrhenius plot of zero-field self-diffusion coefficient in liquid
dichloromethane. b Variation of solvent mobility relative to the zero-field solvent self-diffusivity with the frequency of an externally applied e/m field rms
electric field strength of 0.1 V/Å.
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of 3.610−9 m2/s and in turn is greater than the simulated
result of 3.110−9 m2/s. Since the polymer force field is of
no consequence for pure solvent simulations, the disparity
between simulation and experiment in this case is believed to
be attributable to discrepancies embedded in the solvent
force field employed in the simulations.
As with previous simulations with DMF in a-PS,1 the
discrepancy between simulation and experiment is most pro-
nounced at low solvent weight fractions where polymer-
solvent interactions are reduced. Solvent diffusion is there-
fore overpredicted, which can be attributed to three main
factors associated with the simulated results: i a weak force
field shifted force LJ potential and no electrostatics on poly-
mer that underestimates the strength of the interactions be-
tween solvent and polymer, ii use of finite molecular
weight chains, and iii united atom groups on polymer. Such
limitations are related to the size of the simulation cell and
the available computational power. However, these zero-field
results support the combined use of the chosen DCM and a
-PS potential models and provide a basis for the forthcoming
results with an externally applied e/m field.
Structure and dynamics of solvent/a-PS mixtures
under zero-field conditions
Figure 3 illustrates the intermolecular separation of the
solvent center of mass COM from side phenyl group cen-
ters by mass and backbone carbon triplets over a range of
box sizes. The corresponding polymer densities are reported
in Table II. A clear reduction in liquid-polymer structure can
be seen as the polymer density is reduced. By comparison
with methanol/a-PS solutions, the structure of DCM and
DMF to a-PS moieties is more defined. This is due to the
larger solvent DCM and DMF molecules that have restricted
access to phenyl and backbone moieties. Thus, methanol
may permeate a-PS without necessitating rotational motion.
Figures 3c and 3d for DMF/a-PS solutions are similar to
Figs. 3e and 3ffor DCM/a-PS solutions, but the popula-
tion of the second solvation shell of DMF about the back-
bone is not higher than the first shell at the highest polymer
density. The polymer backbone is therefore more accessible
to DMF than to DCM, which is believed to be due to the
anisotropic geometry of the DMF molecule. With suitable
reorientation of the planar molecule, DMF can pass through
narrow voids close to the polymer backbone.
For the three solvent types, methanol can access the
most configurations within the a-PS solution, DMF may ac-
cess restricted regions with suitable reorientation, and DCM
is most restricted in its sampling space. By comparison to the
bulk liquid, DCM in a-PS solutions is relatively confined and
may be compared to regular close packed spinning tops
which may or may not cooperate. The trends observed in the
structure of the a-PS solutions are expected to influence the
resulting trends observed in the molecular dynamics. The
solvent molecular dipole ACF has been previously examined
for methanol and DMF in e/m fields over a range of e/m field
frequencies.1 A comparison of the molecular dipole angular
velocity ACF of methanol, DMF, and DCM at a single poly-
mer density of 0.5 g/cm3 is considered in Fig. 4, as deter-
mined using Eq. 6. In Fig. 4a, the most rapid decay of this
ACF is observed for solvent methanol, which primarily oc-
curs within 0.5 ps. In Fig. 4b, the DMF molecular dipole
angular velocity ACF indicates a period of time between 1
and 2 ps when its angular motion is interrupted over the
sampling period. This extended interruption to angular mo-
tion can be associated with DMF/a-PS interactions, such as
those encountered with restrictions from the polymer back-
bone. The decay behavior is therefore relatively long lived as
DMF molecules navigate the interstices of a-PS. A degree of
symmetry in the dynamics of solvent DMF was found in the
hydrogen atom velocity autocorrelation functions VACFs
and the neighboring C–O bond angular VACF.21 In Fig. 4c,
there is a strong degree of symmetry present in the rapid
TABLE IV. DCM mobility m2/s10−9 under zero-field conditions in
methylamine/dichloromethane/a-PS solutions at 25 °C.
LA A B C Average
45 0.738 0.825 0.898 0.821
50 1.572 1.719 1.525 1.605
55 1.483 1.902 2.149 1.845
TABLE V. Methylamine mobility m2/s10−9 under zero-field conditions
in methylamine/dichloromethane/a-PS solutions at 25 °C.
LA A B C Average
45 0.707 2.540 0.138 1.129
50 2.321 2.133 0.000 1.485
55 3.047 5.586 1.426 3.353
TABLE VI. DCM molecular dipole orientations rotational diffusion coeffi-
cient DR,orientdip,1v ps−1 in methylamine/DCM/a-PS solutions at 25 °.
LA A B C Average
45 0.339 0.345 0.338 0.340
50 0.354 0.354 0.347 0.352
55 0.293 0.344 0.337 0.325
FIG. 2. Comparison of the simulated zero-field self-diffusion coefficient of
dichloromethane in a-PS solutions with experimental values determined us-
ing pulsed-gradient spin-echo NMR spectrometry over a range of solvent
weight fractions at 25 °C.
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decay behavior of the ACF for DCM, which can be attributed
to the tetrahedral geometry with restricted access to the poly-
mer backbone. These dynamical results are supported by the
structural results obtained with the radial distribution func-
tion RDF analysis in Fig. 3.
Translational molecular motion of methylamine/DCM/
a-PS mixtures in external electromagnetic fields
The self-diffusion coefficients or mobilities of DCM and
methylamine were determined using Eq. 1, after establish-
ing the behavior of dlogr2 /d logt over the course of
the sampling period of 100 ps, and applying the generic cor-
relation to data outside the early time ballistic regime. The
dependence of DCM and methylamine transport on micro-
wave field frequency and polymer density is depicted in Fig.
5. These figures are based on an averaging of diffusion re-
sults from three selected polystyrene configurations at each
density shown in Table II. The error bars at each density
represent the error bounds on the averaged results at the 95%
confidence level from samples of three independent configu-
rations. The curves show general trends that indicate how the
e/m field affects the solvent or reagent relative to the same
polymer solutions under zero-field conditions. Fickian diffu-
sion of DCM was not approached in the highest density sys-
tems and therefore no mobility results have been included for
these systems in Fig. 5. It is apparent from Fig. 5 that there is
very little dependence of DCM mobility enhancement on
polymer density and is related to the fact that DCM cannot
easily penetrate the interstices of a-PS. As with
methylamine/DMF/a-PS solutions, the external microwave
field induces the greatest enhancement of methylamine and
DCM mobility relative to diffusion in the polymer under
zero-field conditions at 1000 GHz. Referring to Fig. 1b, the
enhancement factor for DCM is about 30% larger in the bulk
liquid phase at 1000 GHz. There is no significant mobility
enhancement of DCM in a-PS at 104 GHz.
In Figs. 6a and 6b, DCM self-diffusion coefficients in
a-PS are normalized by the corresponding values in the bulk
liquid phase to which quasiequilibrium has been estab-
lished under identical field conditions and each curve can be
distinguished by e/m frequency. In Fig. 6a, the curves rep-
resent guides to the eyes. In Fig. 6b, the curves are fitted
using a quadratic polynomial. Figure 6a illustrates the ef-
fect of the solvent loading on solvent mobility in validating
the Vrentas-Duda model in different e/m fields and shows
how the model of penetrant diffusion for DCM is not ad-
hered to under zero-field and field-applied conditions using
the simulated data. This phenomenological description was
approached under conditions of zero-field or very high field
frequencies for methanol in a-PS but not for DMF.1 It may
be observed from Fig. 6a that the e/m field induces a para-
metric separation of polar penetrant mobilities against differ-
ent solvent weight fractions. Figure 6b illustrates the effect
of the polymer on solvent mobility in different e/m fields. As
with previous simulations of methanol/a-PS solutions,1 the
curve for 104 GHz is highest in Fig. 6b, which contrasts
with the situation for DMF/a-PS solutions1 where it is lowest
at 104 GHz. All results lie above the parameter-free Mackie-
Meares model, representing the motion of a nonpolar solvent
in a-PS under all field conditions. It is apparent therefore that
the external e/m field induces a parametric separation of po-
lar penetrant mobilities above a level corresponding to
simple geometric hindrance by the polymer. Since the en-
hancement of DCM mobility by an applied e/m field is
largely independent of polymer density refer to Fig. 5b,
the shape of each curve in Fig. 6b closely corresponds to
the shape of the zero-field curve. In all cases, as with DMF/
a-PS solutions, the ordinate remains below unity such that
the ordinate for Fig. 6a is necessarily negative and there-
fore diffusion of DCM is hindered by the presence of a-PS.
In Fig. 7a, the intermolecular chlorine-hydrogen struc-
ture in DCM bound within a-PS decreases with increasing
frequency up to 1000 GHz. Unlike DMF, the suppression of
rotation of the DCM molecular dipole at 104 GHz does not
inhibit translation on account of molecular symmetry. The
structure of the solvent in a-PS therefore reverts to its zero-
field state. The second intermolecular solvation shell in Fig.
7a appears to be unaffected by a change in frequency. The
squared displacement between successive jumps, rp2, was
computed between successive positional averages with
1.0 ps intervals. Temporal jump maps for the reagent were
also examined21 and consisted of examining the time depen-
dence of rp
2 to identify a typical jump mechanism of pen-
etrant motion in polymers. In Fig. 7b, reagent jump lengths
can be seen to be greatest at 1000 GHz, although the scale of
these jumps is about 60% of those in methylamine/methanol/
a-PS solutions at the same density and field conditions. The
curves in Fig. 7b represent guides to the eyes. The differ-
ence in the magnitude of the jumps is expected considering
that the molecular weight of methanol 32.04 g/mol is less
than half of that of DCM 84.93 g/mol and that the molecu-
lar weight of methylamine is far closer to that of methanol.
The orientation of solvent molecular dipoles relative to
the COM of the methylamine reagent has been illustrated
and discussed in the previous simulations with methanol and
DMF in a-PS. The residence time distribution RTD of the
solvent within a 6.5 Å cosphere of the reagent has also been
obtained previously and a mean solvent residence time can
subsequently be computed. In Fig. 8a, the orientation of
DCM in a 6.5 Å cosphere of the reagent can be seen to be
most structured at 1000 GHz, corresponding to the frequency
at which DCM mobility is most enhanced.
The effect of e/m field frequency on the RTD of DCM in
a cosphere of methylamine is shown in Fig. 8b. The initial
ordering of the RTD with respect to frequency is the same as
with the orientational distribution functions, indicating how
the time averaged relative molecular orientations between
solvent and reagent are closely related to the dynamics of
TABLE VII. Methylamine molecular dipole orientation rotational diffusion
coefficient DR,orientdip,1v ps−1 in methylamine/DCM/a-PS solutions at
25 °C.
LA A B C Average
45 1.329 1.137 1.139 1.201
50 1.230 1.382 1.217 1.277
55 0.713 1.134 1.243 1.030
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solvent and reagent in contact. In broader terms, the rate at
which neighboring solvent molecules within the cosphere of
the reagent can cooperate efficiently with its translational
motion depends on the structural organization of the solvent.
The computed mean residence times for DCM in a 6.5 Å
cosphere of methylamine at an a-PS density of 0.5 g/cm3
were determined to be 2.87, 3.09, 2.62 and 2.28 ps at 0, 102,
103, and 104 GHz, respectively.
FIG. 3. Heteroatomic solvent COM-phenyl/C3b COM RDFs at 25 °C in methylamine/solvent/a-PS solutions over a range of simulation box sizes: a MeOH
COM-phenyl group COM, b MeOH COM-C3b COM; c DMF COM-phenyl group COM, d DMF COM-C3b COM; e DCM COM-phenyl group COM,
and f DCM COM-C3b COM.
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The molecular dipole moment ACFs for DCM over a
range of e/m field frequencies at 25 °C and a polymer den-
sity of 0.5 g/cm3 are shown in Fig. 9a. The periodicity of
the e/m field can be seen only at 1000 GHz over the sam-
pling period of 8 ps. A rapid decay of the ACF for DCM
occurs at 100 GHz, but most notably the curves for zero-field
conditions and at 104 GHz are coincident. The variation of
the chlorine-hydrogen vector c2t ACF for DCM over the
same range of conditions is displayed in Fig. 9b, where the
curves for zero-field conditions and at 104 GHz are again
coincident. Due to the coincidence of translational and struc-
tural results at zero field and 104 GHz, it is instructive to
examine the corresponding results with rotational molecular
motion. Figure 10 illustrates the dependence of the molecular
dipole orientation rotational diffusion coefficient of methy-
lamine and DCM over a range of polymer densities and e/m
field frequency and can be compared to those computed pre-
viously for methanol and DMF/a-PS solutions.1 In Fig.
10b, the variation of the enhancement in this DCM rota-
tional diffusion coefficient closely resembles DCM mobility
enhancement in Fig. 5b, with an almost one-to-one en-
hancement correspondence. Intuitively, the tetrahedral sym-
metry of the DCM molecule provides little preference for
rotational or translational motion. The e/m field therefore
provides an unbiased enhancement of both dynamical modes
unlike with methanol or DMF. The corresponding behavior
for methylamine in Fig. 10a follows the opposite trend to
DCM rotational mobility with e/m field frequency. Methy-
lamine rotation therefore increases when DCM rotation de-
creases up to and including 104 GHz. However, based on the
absolute values of the enhancement factors in Fig. 10, it is
clear that the e/m field selectively enhances the rotation of
methylamine to a greater extent than DCM.
The MSAD of both solvent and reagent in the direction
of the electric component of the e/m field, corresponding to
the z direction, is shown in Fig. 11. For the solvent, the
MSAD was obtained by using Eq. 4 and averaging over all
solvent molecules. In Figs. 11a and 11b, it can be seen
that rotational motion of methanol is below the zero-field
level at 100 and 104 GHz but above it at 1000 GHz. The
associated methylamine rotational motion is at the zero-field
level at 100 GHz and above it at 1000 and 104 GHz. This
indicates the selective rotational excitement of methylamine
at 104 GHz in agreement with enhanced methylamine mo-
lecular dipole rotation and consequently enhanced transla-
tional mobility at this frequency.1 In addition, the periodicity
of the e/m field is apparent in the MSAD for methanol and
methylamine at 100 and 1000 GHz, precisely when the
Vrentas-Duda model of translational diffusion is
invalidated.1
The periodicity of the e/m field can also be seen in the
MSAD for both methylamine and DMF at 100 GHz in Figs.
11c and 11d, respectively. It can be clearly seen that at
104 GHz, rotational motion of DMF is considerably reduced
below the zero-field level, a feature that does not appear in
Fig. 11f for DCM. In Fig. 11c, the rotational motion of
methylamine in DMF/a-PS solutions is at or below the zero-
field level, without a sharp decrease in rotational mobility at
104 GHz. In addition, the rotational motions of methylamine
and DMF occur to similar extents at 100 GHz and it is be-
lieved that a level of cooperation of the two species is re-
sponsible for enhanced reagent translational mobility at this
frequency.1 Therefore, since methylamine and DMF are of
FIG. 4. Solvent molecular dipole angular velocity ACF at 25 °C in
methylamine/solvent/a-PS solutions over a range of simulation box sizes:
a MeOH, b DMF, and c DCM.
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dissimilar sizes, enhancement of methylamine translational
mobility is optimized when both species contain significant
rotational mobility, in contrast to methanol/methylamine/
a-PS solutions. The periodicity of the e/m field can also be
seen in the MSAD for DCM at 100 GHz in Fig. 11f. The
rotational motion of DCM exhibits little noise through a
regular and less chaotic motion that is apparent with the
other polar solvents, methanol and DMF. Consequently, de-
spite working in the Henry’s law limit, the pattern of rota-
tional motion of methylamine in DCM/a-PS solutions in Fig.
11e is also well structured and was found to occur to a
slightly greater extent than DCM.
Local cooperative molecular motion as opposed to local
competitive molecular motion based on random collisional
interactions is expected to contribute significantly to obser-
vations of nonthermal microwave effects in condensed
phases. Thermal effects of volumetric heating have long been
associated with random collisional interactions caused by di-
polar oscillations as individual polar molecules align with
the oscillating e/m field. Molecules which form localized
clusters, assembled in part by the external field and based on
a combination of polar and stereochemical interactions
within a heterogeneous matrix, have been shown in this
study to exhibit enhanced translational motion above that
expected with random thermal effects. Such clusters contain
an optimal number of molecules that can act to transform the
supplied electromagnetic energy into translational solvent or
reagent motion by adapting to the immediate environment.
Population and structural changes in the cosphere of the re-
agent with e/m field frequency have been demonstrated in
Fig. 8a and with previous work.1 For methylamine/DCM/
a-PS solution, the solvent population of the cosphere of the
reagent drops with increasing DCM translation to coincide
with increasing methylamine translation.
FIG. 5. Solvent/reagent mobility in methylamine/dichloromethane/a-PS solutions at 25 °C relative to zero-field conditions: a methylamine and b
dichloromethane.
FIG. 6. DCM translational diffusivity D1 in methylamine/DCM/a-PS solutions at 25 °C over a range of frequencies and polymer densities and at a rms
electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å. a Validation of the Vrentas-Duda model Eq. 2. b Self-diffusion relative to the bulk liquid under identical field
conditions the Mackie-Mears model is given by Eq. 3.
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The mode of operation of such a molecular cluster is
critical to understanding how the parts of the cluster move
relative to each other. In summary, polar methanol and me-
thylamine are of similar molecular size. In this case, selec-
tive rotational excitement of methylamine, while retarding
methanol, is responsible for a tunneling mechanism of diffu-
sion. Polar DMF and methylamine are of dissimilar sizes and
reagent translation is optimized by effective rotational coop-
eration rather than selective rotational excitement. Nonpolar
DCM and methylamine behave differently in an e/m field. As
the e/m field enhances DCM rotation, DCM and methy-
lamine translation are both enhanced to different extents but
methylamine rotation is suppressed. It may be concluded
from this study that the optimal transport mechanism for the
reagent occurs when both solvent and reagent rotational en-
hancements are similar such that the two species may effec-
tively cooperate in a qualitatively similar manner as for me-
thylamine and DMF but largely independent of relative
orientation. At this optimal frequency, methylamine in DCM/
a-PS solutions is propelled efficiently within a close packed
DCM cluster.
The optimal resonance frequencies of such molecular
clusters in homogeneous or heterogeneous environments are
not expected to correspond to individual molecular relax-
ation times. As an example, the optimal resonance frequency
for bulk liquid methanol was not coincident with the O–H
bond relaxation time, but clearly the enhancement in molecu-
lar mobility was related to this quantity.1 By contrast with
methanol or DMF, a maximum in the mobility enhancement
of DCM was not observed in the bulk solvent. This contrast
can be attributed to the regular molecular geometry and lack
of association with DCM as opposed to the more polar sol-
vents methanol and DMF. Figure 1b illustrates how the
greatest enhancement of bulk solvent mobility occurs with
FIG. 7. Distribution functions at 25 °C in methylamine/dichloromethane/a-PS solutions a-PS density=0.5 g/cm3 over a range of frequencies and a rms
electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å. a Heteroatomic DCM Cl-H RDF. b Jump length distribution of a single methylamine reagent.
FIG. 8. Behavior of solvent DCM in a cosphere of a single methylamine reagent at 25 °C in methylamine/DCM/a-PS solutions a-PS density=0.5 g/cm3
over a range of frequencies and a rms electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å: a orientation of molecular dipole about methylamine and b RTD.
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DMF and the least enhancement occurs with methanol. How-
ever, once confined within a-PS, DCM did show an optimal
resonance frequency, and additionally, its enhancement
dropped below that of both methanol and DMF. Furthermore,
the enhancement of methanol mobility in a-PS solutions was
actually higher than the corresponding enhancement of DMF
in a-PS. The extent of penetrant mobility enhancement in a
-PS is therefore not only simply dependent on the polarity of
the penetrant species but also on interactions within net-
works or units of molecules. In this case, methanol has the
greatest potential to permeate the interstices of a-PS with
suitable activation by the external e/m field, particularly
since the hydrogen bonded network is disturbed by the pres-
ence of the polymer itself. The enhancement of methylamine
translational mobility is of a similar order in all three a-PS
solutions.1 The molecular mobility enhancements that have
been determined in this study are of the order that has been
determined experimentally for microwave enhanced diffu-
sion in polymers, which resulted in significant decreases in
process time.10 Such benefits are of importance to diffusion
limited processes, such as diffusion within thermally sensi-
tive materials or diffusion limited reactions.
CONCLUSIONS
Nonthermal microwave effects on the transport behavior
of solvent and reagent in a-PS have been established through
MD simulations using a chain of Nosé-Hoover thermostats, a
high electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å, and a range of
e/m field frequencies up to 104 GHz. The accuracy of DCM/
a-PS simulations has been tested against experimental NMR
FIG. 9. Dichloromethane ACFs at 25 °C in methylamine/dichloromethane/a-PS solutions a-PS density=0.5 g/cm3 over a range of frequencies and a rms
electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å: a molecular dipole and b C2t DCM Cl–H vector rotation.
FIG. 10. Molecular dipole orientation rotational diffusion coefficient relative to zero-field conditions at 25 °C in methylamine/DCM/a-PS solutions over a
range of frequencies and polymer densities and at a rms electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å: a methylamine and b DCM.
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diffusion measurements in the absence of an externally ap-
plied e/m field and the simulated potential models perform
best at high solvent loadings. Extending the scope of simu-
lation results to e/m field environments has been discussed
previously.1 The method of application of the external e/m
field has been tested on three solvent systems in a-PS, which
included observations of the oscillation of the electric dipole
moment in the direction of the electric component of the e/m
FIG. 11. The z component of the reagent and solvent mean squared angular displacement at 25 °C in methylamine/solvent/a-PS solutions a-PS density
=0.5 g/cm3 over a range of frequencies and a rms electric field intensity of 0.1 V/Å: a Mamine in MeOH, b MeOH, c mamine in DMF, d DMF, e
mamine in DCM, and f DCM.
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field.21 The simulated dynamical results cover a range of e/m
field frequencies up to 104 GHz and predict nonthermal ef-
fects in real polystyrene systems in e/m fields. Such effects
are associated with coordinated molecular interactions as dis-
tinct from random molecular collisions.
Furthermore, the generated results represent local behav-
ior that likely occurs in specific domains of real cross-linked
polystyrene which is composed of regions of differing poly-
mer densities. The observed mobility enhancements are
therefore expected to correspond to an appropriate average of
the simulated results and this averaging is dependent on the
macroscopic description of the polymer domains. Together
with macroscopic modeling, it is hoped that MD simulations
of polymer solutions in external e/m fields can ultimately
quantify the likely improvements in reaction times, yields,
and selectivity that may be gained using microwave technol-
ogy in SPOS and offer a detailed molecular understanding of
these benefits.
Experimental observations of nonthermal microwave ef-
fects in a-PS solutions at lower field strengths and frequen-
cies might follow the same noncontact temperature measure-
ment as in Ref. 3, noting that the distribution of reaction sites
in PS beads has recently been shown by means of confocal
Raman and fluorescence microscopies to be uniform.25 The
difficulty with current fiber-optic temperature measurement
lies with the disentanglement of the temperature of the sol-
vated PS bead and the bulk solvent. Recent developments in
polymer temperature measurement with infrared
thermography26,27 may allow progress in microwave en-
hanced SPOS. The current research considered only dipolar
aprotic solvents, but a further possibility for SPOS is to mix
ionic liquid with an organic solvent, thereby tailoring the
solvent mixture for a specific set of reactions. Differential
absorption of microwaves by a liquid mixture leads to differ-
ential heating and localized thermal inhomogeneities, which
cannot be duplicated by conventional heating. This may offer
insights into the development of new medicinally important
chemistry.28 From the above discussion, it is expected that a
diversity of microwave effects may be generated at
interfaces,29 phase boundaries,30 and local solution inhomo-
geneities, where the immediate environment permits a refor-
mation of ionic or molecular clusters which may either en-
hance or suppress net translational motion and thereby effect
a separation of species e.g., polar from nonpolar moieties.
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